Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 31

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
6. participate
8. a large unit of soldiers
9. a bunch of flowers
10. being the only one of its kind
11. Cattle may ___ if startled.
13. festival
15. The students eat lunch in the ___.
18. a powerful storm
22. small and dainty
23. a story acted out
26. a repeating sound
28. Write an ___ on the meaning of courage.
29. opposite of distinct
30. a soft brimless cap

Down
1. a form of artistic dancing
2. a group of four musicians
3. This ___ on the wall tells when the house was built.
4. a source of great wealth
5. made in an earlier period
7. devoted to fine cooking
12. She took ballet at a dance ___.
14. and so on (2 words)
16. It makes you want to sleep.
17. to meet at a set time and place
19. a drama that is sung
20. a first public appearance
21. an academic certificate
24. a blood-sucking insect
25. the scattered remains of something broken